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Silindile is on her way to work today. 
Little does she know that today is 
going to be a very good day.
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WALKING INTO A DIGITAL FUTURE, TOGETHER
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On the other side 
of town, maybe even 
another country away, 
Peter is waking up 
to his day. 

And yes, you guessed it. 
He doesn't know it yet, 
but he is about to have 
a great day too.

You see, Silindile works for Fraser Alexander 
and Peter is a client of Fraser Alexander. 

Peter stresses every day about how he 
will keep his facility safe, efficient, and 
productive. And this worry keeps him up 
at night.

Silindile wants to do good. She wants to 
keep learning, work in a job that she loves 
and feel fulfilled.

#FUTUREFRASER



Little do they know, there is one thing
stopping them from reaching these goals. 
It lurks around everyday looking for ways 

to stop success for everyone. 
Can you guess what it is? 

It’s risk! Risk likes to create chaos and threat-
en people’s safety. It’s ultimate goal is to find 
ways to close operations! Not just in Peter’s 

business, but in Fraser Alexander too!
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But there is nothing 
to fear! Fraser 
Alexander saw this 
and wanted to do 
something about it. 
And we’re excited 
to share it with you!
 
Why? Because 
you can help.

Silindile, just like you, has 
superpowers that can support 
our clients, like Peter, to sleep 
more peacefully at night. And 

at the same time, can keep 
risk at bay. 

Let me explain.

Peter, and all our clients, 
are our heroes. It’s their job to 
keep operations going, reduce
risk and keep people safe. 

But they don’t have all the 
tools, technology or knowledge
to do this. This is where 
you come in!

As family of Fraser 
Alexander, we are 
focusing on empowering 
you more, so that you 
can better support Peter, 
and our other clients.



To help you along this client-focused journey, 
we are placing all our focus on these 6 promises.

At Fraser Alexander we’re making 
sure that our employees, like 
you and Silindile, are equipped 
and confident. 

This may include some training, 
some small changes to how we 
operate, but mostly a mindset 
of being client-focused.

We believe all your 
efforts should 

reward your life 
and your future, it 
should reward the 
life of our clients, 
and make Fraser 

Alexander greater.

Making you the perfect guide 
to support Peter in winning his 
day! Would’nt it be great to have 
knowledge and technology that not 
only helps you, but helps others too?

#FUTUREFRASER
How? By shifting our focus to the 
future! We are working on clever 
new technology that will bring you 
new skills, easier ways of working 
and a sense of fulfilment.



#futurefraser 
begins today.
Get in touch with us at
communication@fraseralexander.co.za

We want you to drive to work 
everyday, feeling like you make 
a difference. Because you do!
 
And we want our clients to wake 
up feeling rested and supported. 
Making everyday a great day!

Risk might not ever 
go away, but with 

your help, and 
Fraser Alexander 
supporting you,

we will walk into 
the future together.

www.fraseralexander.com


